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Taylor University was recently ranked
number one in the Midwest in the U.S.
News & World Report survey, America’s Best Colleges. Taylor shares first
place with Calvin College in the category Regional Colleges-Midwest for
2019.
Taylor University has held on to its
title of Best Regional College for 11 of
the past 12 years. In addition, Taylor
has been among the top three schools
for 22 consecutive years. The ranking
is based upon first-year student retention, graduation rates and quality of
faculty among other factors.
“U.S. News tells us nearly all of the
elements that they use to come up
with their totals each being a certain
percent of the total score,” University
Research Analyst Steve Dayton said.
U.S. News ranks colleges and universities based on 16 separate measures
to determine academic excellence of
institutions. The ranking assesses academic quality of colleges and universities like Taylor based on statistics and
expert opinion surveys.
Successful retention and graduation
rates account for 35 percent of a college or university’s final ranking. The
ranking places the highest weight in
this area because degree completion
reflects students’ success in future occupations and graduate schools.

SUBSCRIBE TO

The Echo!

Print and electronic
subscriptions
available by emailing
echo@taylor.edu.

surveys that assess the academic
quality of institutions of comparable statue to their own. These peer
assessments count for 20 percent of
the total ranking.
Institutions are also ranked on their
financial resources, student excellence and alumni giving.
“I think I am gaining a greater appreciation for the ranking and just
for Taylor as a whole the longer I am
here,” junior Molly Pile said.
Taylor University students and faculty are recognized for their pursuit
of excellence in various areas of the

Joe on the Go and Greek’s
offer up to 15 percent
Cheri Stutzman
Staff Writer

Two local business, Joe on the Go and
Greek’s Pizzeria, are offering Taylor
students a discount on their orders.
A 10 percent discount from Joe on the
Go and a 15 percent discount from
Greek’s Pizzeria will be given to anybody with a Taylor ID. This includes,
faculty, staff and students.
“I know what it’s like to be a college
kid and have ... a limited amount of
money but you have some, so I just
wanted to offer something to the people at Taylor,” Greek’s Pizzeria General
Manager Drew Kemp, said.
Greek’s Pizzeria features the usual options, including pizza, salads,
breadsticks and sandwiches. It has a
unique twist to the usual pizzeria fare:
none of their ingredients are frozen.
Kemp said that using the fresh ingredients changes the flavor of the pizza
for the better.
“We literally have fresh everything
every day and I think that really adds
to the flavor … you can really taste it
in a piece of pizza.” Kemp said.
Joe on the Go is a coffee shop

U.S. News & World Report survey.
The ranking as Best Regional College reflects Taylor’s past
achievements, present pursuits and
future endeavors.
“What I really want to do is get
the word out because I think it benefits us all if others know that this
little place out in the middle of the
countryside in Indiana is such a remarkable institution of higher education, and more importantly, that
it is one that is deeply rooted in its
faith,” Haines said.
echo@taylor.edu
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Junior Jon Kelley takes advantage of Joe on
the Go’s new 10 percent discount for Taylor students.

located beside Ivanhoe’s that serves
coffee, chai, loose leaf tea along with
numerous specialty drinks similar to
frappes. They also have added bagels,
muffins and donuts.
All of the profits Joe on the Go
makes go back into the community.
They are a part of a nonprofit organization called Community and Family
Services, which has thrift shops, food

pantries and much more throughout
several counties.
Both establishments are fairly new
to the Upland community -- Greek’s
only being open for less than a year.
Drew Kemp said that Greek’s Pizzeria moved to Upland simply because Upland didn’t really have a
pizza place. Whereas Greek’s has locations throughout central Indiana,

it had never opened one in a small
town before.
“I knew about Taylor and there’s
just no pizza place. Upland hasn’t had
a pizza place in a while,” said Kemp
who is from Hartford City.
Kemp attributes their success to the
difference in their pizza compared to
other pizza shops.
Brian Blevins, general manager of
Joe on the Go, said that Joe on the
Go is known for its customer service
and quiet atmosphere. People come
in not only to study but also to have
meetings or Bible studies. And, as
Blevins said, their customer service
is exceptional.
“Other people’s opinions on Facebook is that we’re a five-star place
to come because of our five-star service,” Blevins said. “I get a lot of compliments on our customer service.”
The discount is allowing Taylor students a chance to use these restaurants and get their services at a
decreased price.
Sophomore Leigh Sumner is excited
about the discount from both places.
“As a college student, I’m constantly
ballin’ on a budget,” Sumner said. “So
I love that local places can give me
a discount.”

echo@taylor.edu

Taylor fights against email phishing

Security awareness
training for employees
Staff Writer

TheEchoNews.com

Whereas faculty resources such as
class size, salary and credentials account for 20 percent of the ranking,
U.S. News considers faculty-student
ratio and the percent of faculty who
have terminal degrees in their field as
factors of importance in the survey.
“The fact that you get number one
suggests that other people who are in
higher education think highly of your
school,” Taylor University President P.
Lowell Haines said.
Part of the ranking process requires
university presidents, provosts and
deans of administration to complete

Local businesses give discounts to Trojans

Autumn Dominique
@Echo_TaylorU

Photograph provided by Jim Garringer

For the 22nd year in a row Taylor University has been ranked in the Top 3 best regional colleges in the midwest.

Starting on Sept. 4, Taylor University
is now requiring all faculty and staff to
take an online training module on security awareness with the hopes of avoiding email phishing.
Taylor did not create the module itself, but instead collaborated with
Deltec Solutions and KnowBe4, one of
the most prominent companies in information security training. April Evans,
assistant director of human resources,
said they created a learning approach
on how to deal with the dangerous
phishing emails that Taylor employees receive.
“Formally speaking, we have signed
up for a one-year contract for the

KnowBe4 product with a company
based out of Muncie, Deltec Solutions,
who will help to administer the training,” Rob Linehan, chief information officer, said.
The goal is for all Taylor employees
to complete one module during this
fall and another module in the spring
semester. In addition to these two
modules, employees will receive extra
practice with handling phishing emails.
“Throughout the year, random simulated phishing emails will be sent out
as another form of ‘real-time’ training,”
Evans said.
This security training has been in
the works for quite a while, according
to Linehan. It is not uncommon for the
university to receive phishing emails,
nor is it uncommon for faculty and
staff to accidentally open these emails.
Some of the harmless-looking emails
have convinced employees to enter their

Taylor University login information.
Although there is hardware and software already in place in order to block
harmful emails, some of these still
find a way in. Because of how common these emails are, it is important
to the university that its employees are
properly trained on how to deal with
this problem.
“We are living in a world where we
have to be vigilant in the area of cyber security,” Evans said. “We must be
knowledgeable in the area of phishing
email scams to protect our personal information and university data.”
Taylor is being sure to provide the best
training in order to protect employees
and the university from these attacks.
This project was a decision made by
the Business and Finance Office, HR and
the IT department. HR and the IT
PHISHING continues on Page 2

Photograph by Tim Hudson

Assistant Director of
Human Resources April Evans
works to prevent email phishing.
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"Get connected, do not be shy and hold the confidence
of an experienced reporter, even if the experience is
not there."

Professor from Northern Ireland visits campus
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New faculty welcomed into Taylor community

Jiancheng (Jackson) Shen

Meet the rest of
new Taylor faculty
Holly Gaskill
News Co-Editor

Jiancheng (Jackson) Shen
Assistant Professor of Finance
Glasgow Caledonian University,
Northeastern University and Old
Dominion University
“Teaching and learning always go
hand in hand.”
Vincent Sichula
Assistant Professor of Chemistry

Benjamin Wetzel

Vincent Sichula

Cheryl Thompson

Amy Vanderberg

Moscow State University of Fine
Chemical Technology, Bowling
Green State University,
Sichula’s favorite quote is Ecclesiastes 9:10, “Whatever your hand finds
to do, do it with all your might.”

University
Since Vanderberg is from Wisconsin, she loves cheese and the Green
Bay Packers.

University and University of Notre
Dame
Wetzel enjoys sports and music.

Cheryl Thompson
Assistant Professor of Social Work
University of Illinois
Thompson is on level 1924 of Candy Crush.
Amy Vanderberg
Visiting Instructor of Mathematics
Taylor University, Ball State

Benjamin Wetzel
Assistant Professor of History
Grove City College, Baylor

Julia Hurlow
Director of Discipleship
Indiana Wesleyan University,
George Fox University
Hurlow enjoys traveling, reading
and spending time outdoors.

Chip Bii

Julia Harlow

Natalie Jorde

Professor from Northern
Ireland visits campus
New course added to
Irish Studies Program
Rayce Patterson
News Co-Editor

Barbara McDade visited Taylor University on Thursday, Sept. 6 to talk to
students about peacebuilding and reconciliation in Northern Ireland.
McDade, senior lecturer of Educational Studies at Stranmillis University
College in Belfast, is the professor for
the Irish Studies Program’s (ISP) newest class, peacebuilding and reconciliation in an irish context. The course
became available to ISP students starting the spring semester of 2018.
“I think there’s value in studying
all the things that we study,” Director of Honors Programming Jennifer
Moeschberger said. “I was happy to be
able to add the peacebuilding class. I
just think there’s a lot to be learned. A
deep dive into Northern Ireland has a
lot of translatable knowledge in how
we think about conflict worldwide.”
Moeschberger believes learning
about Northern Ireland helps students understand what makes up
their cultural identity and how they
can relate to people who are different
from themselves.
A visit to Belfast during the peacebuilding and reconciliation course
exposes students to a lot of the remaining hurt from the Troubles, a
period of about 30 years of violent, sectarian conflict in which 3,635 people
were killed in Northern Ireland. The
ISP students view faded murals of people wearing balaclavas shooting guns
in the air, stand in the shadow of the
famous Peace Wall and hear the stories
of people who lost friends and family
during the Troubles.
However, there are many signs
of progress and healing in Northern Ireland.
“We have a story of hope to tell in
Northern Ireland, that the impossible
is possible,” McDade said. “Look for the
signs of hope. Look for the glimpses of
grace in this incredible, crazy, mixedup, little community.”
The Troubles finally came to an end
with the signing of the Good Friday/
Belfast Agreement in 1998, and Northern Ireland has been on the road to
peace and recovery ever since.

Chip Bii
Director of Taylor World Outreach
Kenya Highlands Bible College
Bii is fluent in three languages:
Kipsigis, Kiswahili and English.

Corrie Voss
Visiting Instructor of Exercise
Science
Taylor University, Colorado State
University
Voss and her husband met on a
Lighthouse trip to Paraguay.

Correction

In the Sept. 14 edition of The Echo, in
the article “Alumni takes risks with ‘The
Preachers’”, the date of the art show was
listed as Sept. 19 through Sept. 27. when
the event runs from Sept. 19 through October 7th.
The article “Pizza and puppies; what
could be better,” was written by Kassidy Hall, not Victoria Lawson. The photograph was taken by Lauren Rink.

Corrections Policy

The Echo strives to accurately report
names, facts, information in all of its
content. However, when errors do occur, the newspaper stands ready to
correct the error by publishing a correction in a timely manner in both the
print and online editions. If you notice
an error, please bring it to our attention by emailing:

echo@taylor.edu

Corrie Voss

Natalie Jorde
Bergwall Residence Hall Director
St. Paul University, University
of Northwestern and Wheaton
College
Jorde made all of her dishes in a ceramics class in college.
Jessica Torres
English Hall Director
Rollins College, Wheaton College
Torres has an identical twin sister,
likes watching Asian Dramas and
helps run a homeless shelter for
teenage girls.
echo@taylor.edu

Jessica Torres

PHISHING continued from
department are in charge of coordinating the training.
The faculty and staff must complete
the 30-minute training module by

October 26. After this date, the random simulated phishing emails will
start being sent out. The results of this
will show if the training was effective
or not.
Students should be aware that the
issue of phishing is not restricted to
faculty and staff. Students can also
be targeted.
“We sent out an informational email
to students last week to make students aware of this scam,” Linehan said. “I’d emphasize that for
any faculty, staff or student who are
not sure about the legitimacy of an
email request in their Taylor email to
contact the Help Desk in the Zondervan Library.”
echo@taylor.edu

Need any weekend plans?
Upcoming local events.

Photograph by Rayce Patterson

Junior Sarah Brennan writes “Taylor University Spring 2018” on Peace Wall in Belfast.

The peacebuilding and reconciliation course also allows ISP students to
interact with peacemakers in Northern Ireland face-to-face. Students get
to meet with prominent church figures, such as Reverend Steve Stockman and Father Martin McGill, who
are good friends across the sectarian
divide and continue to steward the relationship between Fitzroy Presbyterian Church and Clonard Monastery.
Students in the spring semester got to
attend the 4 Corners Festival, which allows the four different corners of Belfast to talk with one another and gives
victims from both sides of the conflict
the ability to tell their stories.
Senior Steven Vermillion, who was a
part of the ISP program in the Spring of
2018, had prior knowledge of the troubles, but was still surprised by both the
progress of peace and the tension that
still existed.
“I was pleasantly surprised to see
how much peace had been achieved,
based on how much mayhem and
conflict I knew had taken place,”

Vermillion said. “(But) as much as I
was surprised by how much peace
and how much hope I had in that (the
peace) . . . it was still curbed by the look
I got of the tension that is still there.
It’s just not exploding violently, but
it’s there.”
The question remains: what is the
point of a course on peacebuilding
and reconciliation?
Moeschberger believes there is value in studying one context in which
peacebuilding is being achieved. Then
the students can take a look at their
own context through the lens of the
conflict in Northern Ireland, and what
can be learned about their own identity and how they relate to differences
in their lives.
“One of the things (that stuck with
me) is the imperative we have to build
peace and how integral that is to faith
in Christ, and to what extent it is necessary,” Vermillion said. “It gives you a
framework for living in your own context as a peacebuilder.”

echo@taylor.edu

9/21 – 6 & 9 p.m.
9/22 – 1, 6 & 9 p.m.
Solo: A Star Wars Story
Cornwall Auditorium
Taylor University

9/23 – 7 a.m.– 5 p.m.
Muddobber National
Enduro
Cumberland Covered
Bridge; Matthews, Ind.

9/22 – 8 a.m.– 5 p.m.

9/21 – 7 p.m.

Fall Consignment Sale
4818 N 300 W.
Hartford City, Ind.

TU Volleyball vs.
Goshen College
Taylor University

Want to work for The Echo?
Email echo@tayloru.edu
for more details.
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‘‘‘‘If you love all things automotive, you will
not be disappointed,’ Reeves said.”
Calling all James Dean lovers to Grant
County
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Calling all James Dean lovers to Grant County

Annual James Dean
festival coming soon
Mica Evans
Staff Writer

The Fairmount Historical Museum
in Grant County will be hosting
their annual James Dean Festival
from Sept. 28 until Sept. 30 starting at 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. on Friday
and Saturday, and ending at 4 p.m.
on Sunday.
If you missed out on last year’s
festival, you do not want to miss
out on this one. This family-oriented festival is for all ages. Every year,
there are turnouts from grandparents, young adults, and children, so
the Taylor community is immensely
welcomed.
“The museum began sponsorship
as a way to raise money to keep our
doors open and to keep the festival
going, no small task. This is the museums primary source of income as
we are totally self funded. This is our
43rd year!” said Cole Reeves, president of the Fairmount Historical
Museum.
If you are an automobile lover,
one event at the James Dean festival
you will not want to miss is the car
show. Tons of ’50s classic and custom automobiles will be on display.
Most of the cars in this show are
from the late ’40s–’60s. However,
the show is restricted to entry of

Photograph provided by showmegrantcounty.com

These folks are dancing up a storm at the James Dean Festival as they reminisce about their high school days.

Photograph provided by showmegrantcounty.com

Cars line up for the Merc Corral at the James Dean Festival.

pre-’80s cars only. On Sunday, several awards including monetary prizes are given out to those with the
best cars.
“There is a special place for Mercury cars as that is what James Dean
drove in ‘Rebel Without A Cause’,”
Christy Berry, committee member of
the James Dean festival event team
said. “It is called the Merc Corral.”
If you own a Mercury car, or if you
are able to contact anyone who owns

a Mercury car, then come out and encourage others to come out to show
us what your own ‘Merc’ looks like.
Reeves and his team are expecting 1,500 to 1,800 show cars of all
types to be put on display by The
Ninth Street Car Club.
All proceeds from this show will
be donated to local charities by the
car club. Over the past few years,
the car show alone has made an
excess of $85,000 in donation funds.

“If you love all things automotive, you will not be disappointed,”
Reeves said.
Be on the lookout for special
guests and celebrity friends of the
late James Dean. Reeves stated that
they oftentimes never know who to
expect at events like this one. When
celebrities do show up, it is because
they are also fans of James Dean
and, as a rule, do not announce
their presence.
Almost every year, authors of
James Dean related books show up
on site. This year, Lew Bracker, a
friend of James Dean will be at the
museum signing his books.
“James Dean is iconic, and as such,
he attracts people from all walks of
life,” Reeves said.
If you think you look like James
Dean, or if you were ever told that
you resemble him, then come out and
take part in the James Dean look-alike
contest. Lew Bracker will be judging
the look-alike contest while Dominic
Scaglione, Jr., who acted in ‘Jerseys
Boys’ on Broadway and in the ‘Doo
Wop Project’, will be the MC for this
year’s look-alike contest.
Prizes for not only the look-alike
contest, but all games and contests

at the festival include ribbons,
plaques, trophies, gift certificates
and even cash rewards.
There will also be other exciting
events such as swap meets, a 5k
walk and much more.
Berry says that she is looking forward most to meeting and greeting
friends from all over the world as well
as the James Dean look-alike contest.
On the other hand, Reeves says that
his favorite part is always being able
to see many people, both young and
old from all over, show up and bask
in the James Dean mystique.
Both Reeves and Berry believe
that because the interest in James
Dean is continuously growing, the
fair will also grow in size annually.
If the weather is great this year, they
firmly believe that the turnout will
be even greater than last year’s.
Reeves is looking forward to seeing a great turn out by the Taylor
and Upland community at this
year’s festival.
“Come one, come all, enjoy a weekend with us, it’s all free, patronize
our many vendors and if you think
of it, I would like a large turtle sundae from Ivanhoes!” said Reeves.
echo@taylor.edu

The Ducktail Run Rod and Custom Show
Gas City Car Show
comes near campus
Grace Hooley
Features Editor

Car shows, swap meets and music.
Oh my!
From Sept. 27 to Sept. 30, Ducktail
Run, Inc. is putting on the 24th annual Ducktail Run Rod and Custom Show
in Gas City.
Mike Salter, Denny Shanks and Jerry Caudill run Ducktail Run, Inc. together, which was named because Gas
City Park is known for a lot of geese and
ducks on the pond within the park. Caudill expressed that if there was a president of the corporation, it would be
Mike, but that the three work in different aspects.
“We all three have equal shares of the
show,” Caudill said. “I take care of the
swap meet and the vending. We all just
take care of certain parts of the show.”
The event will begin on Wednesday
with the swap meet where car owners
swap for parts. This is a fun time where
owners can make their cars better, safer
and possibly cooler.
Then Thursday night, they have the
cruise-in for all of the entered cars. Everything from 1972 and older is welcome to come to the show; anything
newer isn’t welcome unless okayed by

Photograph provided by showmegrantcounty.com

The Ducktail Run Rod and Custom Show is excited to showcase all the cars participating.

the three leaders. The swap meet will
continue on into Friday and Saturday.
“The swap meet is an entertainment
thing, too, because guys like to walk
through there,” Caudill said.
Friday morning is when the full-day
event begins, but there are other fun activities such as a craft area for women
where approximately 130 booths will
be selling different craft items from
perfume and diamonds to clothing
for women.
Live music will also be played all day
as car judging happens Friday and Saturday. Along with that, there will be

different games going on to entertain
anyone else.
“If you like the ’50s and ’60s, that’s
where it’s set,” Caudill said. “It takes a
lot of these people back to their high
school days.”
The money goes all over in Gas City.
Thursday night, they donate all awards
to Mississinewa High School in Gas City.
Students work and make money by selling food and helping out.
Other places in Gas City also receive
benefits from this event. They once
bought the police department tasers,
and they also pay the rent for the Gas City

Eugene Lin Park, named after the mayor who helped start the event in Gas City.
“We do a lot of things with the money,”
Caudill said. “The money is spread out
a lot of places.”
Shanks enjoys how the event
brings people from all over the USA
and Canada. Caudill enjoys getting
to see his friends and seeing all the
car people.
They both agree that it gets pretty
stressful, but for the most part, the
event is full of fun. They hope for
people to have a great time and enjoy the activities.
“My least favorite thing is knowing
that winter is just around the corner
when it is over,” Shanks said. “It is almost the last car show of the season.”
Everything is free to the public, but
Shanks and Caudill warn that there isn’t
much parking space. They expect about
2,500 to 3,000 cars to come to the show,
so they are also expecting that many to
show up.
According to Shanks, any information
about the event can be found at www.
showmegrantcounty.com. 24 years of
cars, music and fun has brought Ducktail Run, Inc. to where it is today, and
those who run it are excited to see how
this year’s event goes.
“This is a free family oriented event,”
Shanks said. “Where everyone can have
a great time.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Professor
Profiles

to reach out, Borkin uses another
effective tactic — walking her two
golden retrievers, Dexter and Riley.
Borkin grooms the dogs herself
on the weekends, and says that
afterward she ends up looking like
Chewbacca from “Star Wars.” She
walks them in the rain, snow or
shine and considers the pair of pups
a gift as they keep her active and
start life-giving conversations.
“When people walk and they
feel like they’re not looking right
at you,” Borkin said. “It’s not so
intense, they are more likely to
share their hearts.”
Borkin specializes in rhetoric
criticism and teaches senior capstone,
intercultural communications and
speaking classes. She adores great
coffee and conversations.

Victoria Lawson - Staff Writer
Meet new communication
professor Julie Borkin
New
Assistant
Professor
of
Communication
Julie
Borkin
is defying the stereotype that
communication is a career path
suited only for extroverts.
As an only child from Dearborn,
Michigan, Borkin preferred to
engage in what she describes
as introverted hobbies: reading,
writing, playing piano and taking
long, quiet walks. The irony?
Borkin, who replenishes her energy
primarily in solitude and silence,
graduated with a doctorate in
speech communications.
Borkin has a heart for quality
conversations and an eye for
ministry opportunities, which
can be observed both in and out
of the classroom as she uses her
communication skills to find
new ways to connect with others
spiritually.
“I love when ministry is practical,
I love when academics are practical,
and when they function together

Photograph provided by Taylor University

Photograph provided by Taylor University

“I love when ministry is practical, I love
when academics are practical, and when
they function together.”–Julie Borkin

Meet new communication
professor Timothy Berkey

New communication professor, Timothy
Berkey, shares his story of determination and
devastation in this week’s Professor Profile.

. . that gets me so excited I can’t
stand it,” Borkin said. “I was kind
of down on Facebook for awhile
and wondering where it fit in my
life, and recently I heard a great
message about how to redeem it for
the Kingdom. So, I’m trying to be a
little more thoughtful about sharing
the lessons I’m learning in my faith,
but with language that would be
accessible for people who don't
have any idea who Jesus is.”
In addition to using social media

There it was. After sitting abandoned
in a Texas barn for 20 years, $250
later, it was his. The black 1969
Volkswagen Beetle would need a lot
of tender love and care, but Instructor
of Communications Timothy Berkey
knew he was up for the challenge.
Berkey was 16 when he started
working on the Volkswagen that
would be his first car. His family
was large — he was one of six
kids — and his parents knew
they would be unable to afford

brand new cars for each of their
children. This reality prompted the
Berkey family to travel throughout
the Midwest, visiting old barns and
garages and searching for broken
down Volkswagens to purchase.
Every morning, Berkey would
wake up, go to school, then work
a few shifts at his parents’ machine
shop There he learned the skills
he needed to go home and fix his
Volkswagen on his own. He spent
hours after school working on the

4

car, then doing homework, going to
bed and doing it all over again. On
Saturdays, Berkey spent most of his
day tending to his Volkswagen. He
even gave the black Beetle a fresh coat
of blue and orange paint to support the
Chicago Bears. Eventually, after a year
and a half of repairs and restorative
measures later, Berkey finished the
car. It ran, it was reliable and he was
delighted in his success.
For two months, Berkey proudly
drove his beloved Beetle until a truck
ran a stop sign and collided with him,
reversing his months of meticulous
rebuilding.
“It was one of those accidents people
don’t walk away from,” Berkey said. “It
was a really long recovery for me, and
the car never recovered.”
Berkey was devastated. In spite of
his misfortune, though, Berkey looks
back on that day with gratitude; he
could have easily lost his life in the
wreck.
Berkey said the most significant
lesson he took away from his car
being totalled is that nothing this side
of heaven will last — sometimes even
things we pour our hearts into.
“Nothing is guaranteed,” Berkey said.
In addition to teaching interpersonal
communication, public speaking,
communication writing essentials and
strategic communications this semester,
Berkey has some meaningful life
lessons to share.
echo@taylor.edu

TWO is new and all about belonging
Theme is an invitation
to students and the world
Alyssa Roat
Staff Writer

This year, Taylor World Outreach
(TWO) is all new, with a new staff, a
new team and a new theme: belong.
“When we sit at the table as a
body of Christ, our qustion is not
who sits where at the table,” Director of Taylor World Outreach
Chip Bii said. “It’s who is not at
the table.”
Bii sees this year’s theme as an
active invitation not only for every
member of TWO to have a sense of
belonging, but also as an invitation
to everyone around the world whom
TWO impacts to belong in the kingdom of God, or, as he stated, to sit
at the table.
According to TWO’s mission statement, it exists to educate, equip, and
engage students to lead and serve
like Christ.
Bii sees this as part of belonging to
the global kingdom of God.
“The goal is not taking Jesus Christ
to a place where there is no Christ,
because God is already there and
he is doing amazing work,” Bii said.
“We’re helping students see what
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Taylor World Outreach has a mission statement that seeks to
further the kingdom of God by the work of students.

God is doing around the world.”
TWO offers many opportunities to
get involved, including Lighthouse
trips and spring break trips. They
also oversee global outreach opportunities, social justice programming,
community outreach and events
such as Empty Bowls.
Bii is especially excited to announce that instead of hosting
one World Opportunities Week
as TWO has in the past, this year,
TWO will be hosting two a semester to bring in even more people
and organizations.
But TWO isn’t just globally focused,

according to Jen McKim, the Community Outreach Coordinator.
“Often I feel like people tend to focus on missions as international or
a big trip type picture,” McKim said,
“but they forget that missions can
also be just right here around you.
“Our goal is to get students excited about working in the community. It can be really beneficial not just
to your community, but to yourself.
Our goal for this year is to figure
out how to get students more excited about volunteer work not only
in their community, here at Taylor,
but also when they graduate and go

Photograph provided by Felicia Case

This year, the Office of Intercultural Programs’ new theme is “Rooted.” Director Felicia
Case shared that this theme is meant to reflect how members are rooted not only in
Christ but also in their cultures, able to grow and spread from these foundations.

into their own communities. It gives
them a taste of that so they’ll continue that work.”
Junior and World Opportunities
co-director Mallory Tyree agrees.
“The theme ‘belong’ sums that up
pretty well and as TWO we want
to make sure that we are an active part of making our community have a sense of belonging as
we strive to love others through
the gospel.”
There are opportunities for
varying degrees of commitment,
from overseas trips, to weekly

TheWeekly
BACHELOR AND
BACHELORETTE

Nolan Willoughby

Senior: Taller than your insecurities.

volunteering in Marion, to onetime projects, and students are encouraged to contact Bii and McKim
to get involved.
TWO’s first major event will
center around the World Opportunities Speaker at chapel on September 28. After chapel, there will
be coffee and a time to chat.
Bii and McKim both emphasized
their desire to hear from students.
“If students have ideas, this is the
space to discern what God is calling
us to,” Bii said.
echo@taylor.edu

Jacinda Eskander

Freshman: Jacinda is 100% Egyptian and
can play about any musical instrument!

“Pumpkin spice everything takes over our social
media feeds, little pumpkins adorned with gold
calligraphy start showing up as decorations
and we all begin to anticipate the crisp air and
crunching leaves.”
The dorm efficient recipe book
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Taylor Grad-Libs:
Going to the DC
When I get ____________, I like to
go to the ___________. I ________my
friends, put on my ____________,
and ________ out.
adjective

place

article of clothing

the dorm efficient

verb

RECIPE BOOK
Fall snacks to curb your cravings
By Kassidy Weemhoff & Lauren Rink
Life & Times Co-Editors
When Taylor gets a taste of fall, it’s all over. Pumpkin
spice everything takes over our social media feeds, little
pumpkins adorned with gold calligraphy start showing
up as decorations and we all begin to anticipate the
crisp air and crunching leaves.
Although it’s still sweltering outside, autumn is on
it’s way, and we want you to be prepared for the chilly
days with fall-themed snacks that will warm your soul.
Plus, these recipes are all dorm friendly, so you can
take advantage of your living space to create something
delicious.
We encourage you to use these recipes as an
opportunity to bring people together over food. Whip
up some fall snacks, invite friends new and old to join
and dig into conversation.

Fall Snack Mix
Who doesn’t love a good hodgepodge of the best snack
foods all in one place? The best thing about this recipe
is that you can make the amount you want with the ingredients you want. Call on your inner Bobby Flay and
cater this recipe to your taste!

Ingredients
Chex Cereal
Fall M&M's
Raisins

Pretzel Sticks
Miniature
Marshmallows
Candy Corn

Instructions:
1. Mix all ingredients together.

Pumpkin Spice Puppy Chow/Muddy Buddies
A twist on a class snack, this recipe is perfect to get
multiple people involved in creating a delicious masterpiece. Not to mention the enjoyment you get shaking a
bag of powdered sugar around.

Ingredients
8 cup Cinnamon
Chex Cereal
12 oz Bag of White
Chocolate Chips

2 cup Powdered
Sugar
3 tsp Pumpkin Spice
1 cup Fall Color
M&M's

Instructions:
Melt chocolate chips by microwaving 30 seconds (in
your lobby microwave) then stirring and repeating until melted.
1. Add pumpkin spice and stir to combine.
2. Pour cereal into a large mixing bowl or onto a
large tray.
3. Pour the pumpkin/white chocolate mixture over
the cereal and using a spatula or spoon, gently fold and
combine the mixture into the cereal until it's thoroughly covered.
4. Put half of the powdered sugar into 1 gallon size
ziploc bag, and the rest in a 2nd gallon size ziploc bag.
5. Spoon half the cereal mixture into each bag, and
shake until all of the cereal is coated. If there are any
pieces that are clumped together, try to separate and
then shake some more. Do the same thing with the second bag.
6. After the cereal is all coated, pour in a single layer
onto a large baking sheet lined with parchment or wax
paper. Allow to dry and then add M&M's before putting
in airtight containers or your serving bowls.

Pumpkin Oatmeal Energy Bites
If you’re not feeling indulgent, these energy bites are
a perfect healthy snack. They’re easy to make and store
in your fridge for a snack throughout the week, or to
share with your wing/floormates!

Ingredients
1 1/2–2 cups dry, uncooked oatmeal
1/2 cup peanut butter
½ cup pumpkin puree
¼ cups chia seeds

¼ cup honey
1 tsp vanilla extract
½ tsp cinnamon or
pumpkin pie spice
½ cup mini dark chocolate chips

Instructions:
1. Combine all ingredients besides chocolate chips
into a bowl and stir until the mixture is soft but not too
sticky. You can add more or less oatmeal depending on
the consistency.
2. Add chocolate chips, take spoonfuls and roll into
balls. You can store these on plates, in ziploc bags or in
plastic containers.
echo@taylor.edu

In the D.C., there are many options. You can go to the taco
___________, ________ the pasta
line, or even eat from the ________.
noun

verb

noun

Different wings and ___________
often have their own __________
tables. Students _______ tables
together and _______ and _______
over a meal.
plural noun

adjective

verb

verb

DOWN
2. see 5 across
4. Pick-a-_______
6. Like a lemon
but green.
7. The most basic 4th of
July fruit
8. Green Melon.. Sorry. I couldn’t think of a
pun…
10. Granny Smith
12. Sour. Think Beyoncé album.
For the answers to this
weeks crossword, email
lauren_rink@taylor.edu!

ACROSS
1. Most eaten fruit worldwide.
3. Yellow and a tripping hazard.
5. Crush it with your feet, but
keep it LTC approved
9. This kind of fruit never

gets married.
11. Baby orange
13. Wears a crown
14. Also a bird
15. “An _________... Thanks…”
16. Nothing rhymes with this fruit.

verb

Some people complain about the
D.C., but I _______ it. Besides,
if you get too ___________ of D.C.
_________, you can always go to
the __________ Center.
verb

adjective

noun

adjective

STUDENT SENATE
WINNERS:
Ty Jenkins and
Leah Conley
FRESHMAN ICC
MEMBERS:
President:
Matthew
Bolander
VP: Kaleb Sena

Weekly
Crossword

verb

Secretary:
Mandy Gove
Treasurer:
Jordan Scott

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Anna@ annastreed
Update: nugget boy found me,
gave me two boxes of nuggets,
and asked me on a pick-a-date.
This is the most Taylor University
thing to ever happen to me
#tayloru

chad veal@ veal_chad
The DC randomly played an
offbrand acoustic cover of "in the
name of love" right in the middle
of all the worship songs. Heathens.
#tayloru
J. J. Hanna@ authorjjhanna
Over the past week my friends
and I have been receiving packets
of ketchup hidden throughout
our rooms. #Ketchupculprit, if
you see this, please... can we
get a hint? Or poptarts? or
maybe other snacks? Sincerely,
I'm bored of ketchup. #tayloru
#confusedontabuse #goodprank
gabriella rivera@ gabrivera42
you know you go to the best
school ever when you find out
@TimTebow is speaking at chapel
in november #TaylorU
Becca Eis@ BeccaEis
You know you're a college student
when you have a dream about
going to bed early. #collegelife
#tayloru
Jack Mancuso_@ Hulk_Hands_i
Just had a dream the Pam from
functional fitness more like
functional end me #tayloru
Erin Cozad@ erin_cozad
Working in berg & just witnessed
some dude who was chillin in the
lobby pull a nerf gun out from
under a couch cushion and full
out sprint to shoot his friend half
a mile away & then rehid the nerf
gun in the cushion #tayloru

A&E

“‘I sometimes have been known to say that
Taylor theater is like the best kept secret
around,’ Tracy Manning said.”
Music theater receives national recognition
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Six chapel bands unite Taylor community in worship

Discover the spirit behind
the chapel bands

Elizabeth Hartmann &
Ellie Tiemens
A&E Editor & Staff Writer

Eyes closed, hands outstretched,
voices lifted in awe of a mighty God.
A thousand breaths singing the same
song at the same time, in the same
place, to the same God. Taylor united
in worship. Welcome to chapel.
For the 12 minutes at the beginning of chapel, the Taylor community
praises God as led by one of six bands.
These bands are made up of students
with a heart for worship.
“We have four singers, but you’ll
probably see all of us up there singing at some point maybe not into a
mic, but singing along with everyone,”
Junior Jonathan Knippenberg said.
Knippenburg’s band is playing together for chapel for the first time
this year.
Another band full of new members
and fresh ideas is led by senior Caleb
Harlan. Their goal is to grow closer as
a band and God.
“It’s our goal when our band leads
worship to magnify the Lord, allowing Him to work through us — despite
us,” band member senior Abby Gonzalez said.
Sophomore David Va Bi Hnanga’s
band is made up of sophomores and

Chapel bands bring worship to life in Rediger Chapel.

he is excited for the diversity within his band and worshiping God
through that.
Senior Lauren Vock’s whole band is
composed entirely of seniors who have
been playing together since freshman year. Their close bond allows the
group to challenge themselves musically and spiritually together.
“Our inspiration is to be really attentive to the Holy Spirit and what

he wants for chapel as a whole,” Vock
said. “We want our worship to be authentic and we want it to be focused
on God more than ourselves.”
Senior Kristina Rivera’s band is
making it a priority to represent the
diversity of the student body through
changes like bilingual songs and different styles of worship.
Rivera is excited by the way different people work together creatively to

Photograph by Ben Williams

prepare for chapel.
“So much time is spent preparing
for each chapel,” Rivera said. “Having
a group of people … come together to
create a space of worship gives me a
beautiful glimpse of what heaven will
be like.”
Junior Thaddeus VanOverberghe’s
band has been together for three years.
He has enjoyed seeing them grow and
watching their hearts change.

Music theater receives national recognition

“Oklahoma!” awarded third
place by American Prize
Emily Pawlowski
Staff Writer

“I sometimes have been known to say
that Taylor theater is like the best kept
secret around,” Tracy Manning said, assistant professor of theatre arts, department co-chair managing and artistic
director of theatre said.
That secret is out now, because Taylor placed third in the American Prize
competition with its production of
“Oklahoma!”
“Oklahoma!” was produced by the
Taylor musical theater in November
of 2016. It featured senior Anna Kaye
Schulte as Laurey Williams and senior
John Broda as Curly McLain. Other
leads include Ado Annie, played by senior Paige Kennedy, and Jud, played by
junior Steven Mantel.
The American Prize is a nonprofit
competition that recognizes different
levels of ensembles and artists, from
school groups to professional organizations. “Oklahoma!” was entered in
the musical theater category, where
it was judged next to other college

productions from around the country.
“To come behind some really big
schools with much bigger programs
and bigger budgets than ours is an honor,” Manning said.
Manning feels that the cohesiveness
of the show is what made it stand out
from the competition. She thanks everyone involved in the program for the
hard work and dedication that helped
the show achieve its high level of quality.
Schulte agrees. Laurey Williams was
her first role in the musical theatre, and
she’s been involved in several productions since.
“Taylor Theatre thrives on being simple in the ways that what we do we do
really well,” Schulte said. “So quality
over quantity, especially in the productions we’ve decided to do as well as our
resources and things like that. We pour
a lot into the heart of it.”
This was the first year Taylor musical theatre submitted a show to the
American Prize. Conor Angell, associate professor of music, theatre and
dance, decided to do so after Manning
reached out to him about the possibility of competing.
Angell also took interest in submitting to the competition due to past

He and his band are dedicated to
unity within all the chapel bands and
desire to present a attitude of servanthood through their worship.
“I like to see all of life as worship,
so as much as I love coming together for chapel worship, I don’t want
to get to the place where we’re idolizing the 12 minutes at the beginning of chapel as our worship for
the day,” VanOverberghe said. “I just
want it to be an overflow of the life
we’re living.”
He challenges people to set aside
their personal preferences for musical tastes and styles and to attend
chapel with the pure motivation to
give God glory.
VanOverberghe suggests that although we can receive a lot of wonderful things during worship, the
true purpose of worship is to give
back to God.
Clifton Davis, a professor for the
music department and coach to the
chapel bands, affirms this approach
to chapel. He references Kierkegaard in his belief that the worship
leaders are prompting the congregation in their adoration for our audience which is God alone.
“There’s something really special
about being able to come together and make music,” Gonzalez said.
“I just think that puts a smile on
(God’s) face.”
echo@taylor.edu

A&E
Stay Up To Date

Mala Iqbal Art Exhibit
Today – Oct. 18
8 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Photograph provided by Hannah Bolds

Metcalf Gallery

Taylor Theatre’s fall 2016 performance of “Oklahoma!” continues its success.

experiences with it. He was introduced
to to it while working at another college, and was eager to have Taylor musical theatre’s work be evaluated by an
external source.
“We want to keep submitting materials to be considered for awards
because it is good validation for the
students and for the program,” Angell said. “We definitely want high
school students and their parents to
know that good work is being done

here so they think about Taylor as a
place where they could be equipped
and have a good experience.”
As it continues to grow and change,
Taylor musical theatre is done being
Upland’s best kept secret. Thanks to
competitions like the American Prize,
it’s finally stepping into the spotlight.
tive to discuss. Malone embraces
real questions and gets to the heart of
a culture that has yet to be heard from.
echo@taylor.edu

C.S. Lewis and Friends
Tea
Today — 4 p.m.
Zondervan Library
Ayres 215

The Wild West returns in the film ‘3:10 to Yuma’
Go western with this
movie review
Landon Hilst
Staff Writer

Westerns have fallen out of the public eye since the turn of the century
and a dramatic shift in genre appeals.
Once the most popular genre,
Westerns were given new life when
Lionsgate studio hired A-list actors,
a relatively new but established filmmaker, and dusted off an old adventure for adaptation to modern big
screen cinemas. This formula garnered much praise in September
2007, when the studio brought “3:10
to Yuma” back to life under the direction of James Mangold (“Logan”).
The story beats from “3:10 to
Yuma” were taken straight out of the
original 1957 film, which was adapted from the short story of the same
name from 1953. The plot revolves
around Dan Evans, a down-on-hisluck Arizona rancher (Christian
Bale) stumbling across the infamous
outlaw Ben Wade (Russell Crowe)
while herding cattle with his boys.
Under pressure from forces beyond
his control, Dan decides to join the
posse marching Wade to catch the
3:10 train to Yuma prison.

Graphic by Liam Brettenny

The posse’s interactions with each
other along the road to Contention
are the bones that hold up this veteran tale, a highlight being Alan Tudyk’s character of Doc Potter. But it
is truly Crowe and Bale that demand
the audience’s attention with the sly,
smooth-talking villain opposite the
virtuous father figure.

Evans seeks justice from the
drought and the railroad crushing
his life as well as the respect of his
eldest son, William (Logan Lerman),
while Wade uses every opportunity available to manipulate his captors to his benefit. He taunts Evans
with thoughts of what could have
been and mistakes made, trying to

engineer an escape for himself in
what amounts to some of the best
scenes of the movie.
The film devotes a lot of time toward understanding what drives
these two men and how it influences the people that depend on them
as leaders. In many ways there are
similarities between their interesting dichotomy and the relationship
between Christians and the temptations of the modern world.
Evans represents the strong,
hard working men and women
who stay devoted to the truths of
God’s Word while being tempted
with greed and lust from evil forces like Wade. “3:10 to Yuma” does
not shy away from underlying tones
of ethics, further elevating the layers of enjoyment.
Mangold’s retelling of this classic Western tale contains all of the
favorite Western tropes ranging
from stagecoach robberies, to saloon staredowns and exhilarating
gunfights. Yet these don’t feel out of
place among the superhero brawls
and big budget flicks of today. They
are a refreshing, updated take on
classic cinema, all beautifully shot,
well choreographed and ready to be
enjoyed by viewers at home.
echo@taylor.edu

Gaslight Films
“Solo: A Star Wars Story”
Today — 6 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Sept. 22 — 1 p.m., 3:30 p.m.
and 9 p.m.

Houselights Theatrical
Ministries
“Final Beat”
Sept. 22 — 7 p.m.
Sept. 23 — 6 p.m.
Liberty Baptist Church
www.LibertyFamily.org

OPINIONS
TheEchoNews.com

“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”
—The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

“Last Monday night’s message left me feeling
discouraged, disenfranchised and undervalued.”
Can we talk about last Monday?
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Pastor Andre Mitchell spoke in chapel on Wednesday as a part of Local Church Week.

Our View

Church and
chapel matter
Church and chapel
both have vital roles

There are few things more intimidating than walking into a congregation that you don’t know.
Some students argue that being a
member of a local church is one of
the most important parts of the Taylor Community. Perhaps this is why
we put such an emphasis on Local
Church Week. However, is joining a
local congregation that important
when there is perfectly accessible
chapel three times a week on campus? This week, the Editorial Board
discussed the differences of going to
a church and attending chapel, and
came to interesting conclusions.
Finding a local church can be
difficult. You might have to church
hop a few times before you find one
that’s right for you. However, the
Editorial Board agrees: participation is important.
Thomas Jones, chair of the department of history, global, and political science, is also a pastor of a
church in Fairmount, Indiana. Jones
points out that the notion of participation of local churches is following God’s instructions to all of us.
“The Lord has called us to go into
all of the world, sharing His truth
and love, and there is no better
place to begin going that than in the
churches that are in Upland and in
and around the nearby towns,” Jones
said.
He said local churches give students a glimpse as to what other churches and worship services
look like. We at the Editorial Board
believe it’s important to expand on
the way you look at your faith. Simply going to the same congregation
because you’re comfortable there
is good, but we pose this question:
how are you to grow if your ideals
are never stretched? You may go to
a church that you haven’t tried before and don’t agree with the pastor.
You may attend a chapel service and
the speaker hits a wrong nerve with
you. But how will you ever know if
you don’t expand your horizons?

Building stronger faith is a slow
process, according to Associate Professor of Philosophy and Religion
Kevin Diller.
“Growing in Christ is our being
given a fuller participation in our
union with Christ,” Diller said. “It
happens in the slow and often painful process of dying to our self-fixation and fear while becoming more
alive to what is true, right, just, pure
and lovely. That involves every axis
of relationship humans experience.
It cannot be an isolated individual process.”
We certainly don’t feel isolated
during chapel, when we are surrounded by our peers. Perhaps
this is why it’s sometimes easier
to attend chapel than attend a local church. But going out of your
comfort zone to attend a church
as well is a good way to give back
to the community we inhabit for
four years.
Rev. Jon Cavanagh, campus pastor, said it is often a concern of students who wish to attend a local
church regularly, but can’t due to
breaks, going home on the weekends or other wing or floor activities. According to him, there is
no reason to feel guilty for this, as
members of local congregations understand we only have four years
here. Sometimes life pulls us away
from being able to attend every single week, and that’s okay.
Cavanagh pointed out how the
age difference between attendees
of the church can be beneficial. You
might be learning something about
faith from an elderly person, or
from a middle schooler. God works
in mysterious ways, and you never
know who he may move to help you
through your next step of life.
Go out and try a church. Go sit
in on some chapel speakers and
see what they have to say. You never know what might stick with you..
The opinions expressed in Our
View columns reflect the views of The
Echo Editorial Board, and not necessarily those of Taylor University.
echo@taylor.edu

In an otherwise
encouraging and
inclusive Spiritual Renewal Week,
last Monday
night left some
of us behind.
Most of Pastor
John Ramsey’s messages were appropriate for the reflective and refreshing time
Spiritual Renewal week is supposed to
be, but on Monday night, his treatment
of the scripture he used was troubling
and harmful to many of the women on
campus. Though there are several examples, the most salient example is how
he spoke on the story of Abraham, Sarah
and Hagar.
What I found troubling was the way
the personal agency of the women was
depicted. While we need to recognize
that this story is a story of three complex, flawed and three-dimensional individuals, Pastor Ramsey reduced the
two women to opposite choices for Abraham to make – the young, attractive one
(Hagar), and the old, frigid, unattractive
one (Sarah).
However, Genesis chapters 16 and 21
tell a different story. Sarah made deliberate choices in this situation, and she
had complex thoughts and emotions
that led her to them. Hagar, on the other
hand, had very few choices. She, a literal slave who was told to produce an heir
for the man who owned her, was depicted by Pastor Ramsey as a hot, young lady
who had “her own condo on the other
side of Jerusalem.” Then she was turned
out of the household and sent to die in
the desert.
This story is not cute, it is not funny and
it should not be treated as such. This is,
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Kitty Trudeau believes Spiritual Renewal Week ended up
isolating some members of the Taylor community.

among other things, a story about grave
injustice committed by God’s chosen people against an enslaved woman and her
child. Last Monday night, it became a funny anecdote about making the right decisions in marriage. This glossed over the
injustice against women, the complexity of these women’s identities and even
Abraham’s culpability and responsibility
within the narrative.
When we do this to women in the Bible, it leaves other women behind. We,
too, are complex, flawed individuals
who have agency within our own lives.
Neither I nor any other woman can be
reduced down to a choice that a man
made. The other women discussed that
night – Bathsheba, Delilah – were people
before they were introduced in the Bible
and they were people long after their stories stopped being recorded.
This is not the first time a biblical woman has been unfairly depicted as flat,
two-dimensional and as only important in how she relates to a man’s story,
thoughts and choices. In a blog post to
her website called “Esther and Vashti:

The Real Story,” Rachel Held Evans writes,
“only in the midst of the true contours and
colors of the text do the characters of the
Bible find their depth.”
Digging into biblical stories of women
and their lives can help us enrich our view
of womanhood. This doesn’t mean that
this is how Pastor Ramsey views all women. Instead, I think it can be an opportunity to rethink the way we talk about
biblical women, paying special attention
to the fact that the discussion surrounding women in the Bible has a deep impact
on the women who hear and participate
in the discussion.
Last Monday night’s message left me
feeling discouraged, disenfranchised and
undervalued – maybe we as a Taylor community can work towards being a community whose language about women
empowers us, lifts us up and makes us feel
included in the Kingdom of God. I believe
faithful consideration is an important
first step towards this crucial goal – we
are a better Body when all members are
given an equal value and voice.
echo@taylor.edu

Fandom impacts Taylor’s community

Sports can build
relationships or prevent
them from growing
Drew Shriner
Opinions Editor

It’s fall. Classes
are getting in full
swing, students
are developing
friendships and,
coincidentally,
professional football, basketball,
soccer and hockey all begin their seasons.
Within dorms, more and more time
is devoted to watching gifted athletes
compete. Some students give their entire weekends to watching football (collegiate on Saturdays and professional
on Sundays).
Perhaps we need to ask ourselves how
this is affecting our community.
Watching sporting events with others, or communal fandom, can be a great
way to begin relationships.
Third East Wengatz Personnel Assistant Dan Burson uses communal fandom as a way to get people in his room
and get to know them.
“I watch sporting events multiple
times a week with wingmates,” Burson
said. “My roommates and I usually have
football games on all of Saturday and
Sunday afternoon. Our door is open, so
guys can come and go as they please.”
However, it would be dangerous for
students to believe that communal fandom is a type of end. Intentional friendships should go deeper than the shared
interest of sports.
This is how Wengatz Hall Director
Josh Craton sees it.
“Casual community — like watching
sports — is a good stepping stone into
relationships with more depth,” Craton
said. “I wouldn’t want friendships to
ONLY exist around watching sports together, but it gets people comfortable

with each other and tills the soil well.”
If students allow their fandom to
dominate their relationships with
others, true community ends up being stunted.
To use terminology from M. Scott
Peck’s four stages of community, communal fandom can keep people in
“pseudocommunity,” a stage where
real conversations do not take place
and meaningful relationships do
not develop.
However, students do not only need
to be wary of communal fandom as an
end. They also should be wary of the way
that their fandom impacts the living of
their faith.
As an article published in “Christianity Today” entitled “How Christians
Do March Madness” points out, Christians can often act rather un-Christian
towards others.
The author of the article, Chad Carlson, singles out the Hope College versus
Calvin College rivalry.
“Like most rivalries, certain behavior
at Calvin-Hope games (and trash talk
outside it) has done little to glorify God’s
kingdom or show love to our collegiate
neighbors,” Carlson wrote. “The Calvin student section shouts, ‘There’s No
Hope!’ Hope students have responded

with ‘Calvin Sucks’ T-shirts and posters
declaring ‘Calvin (K)nights Are Boring.’”
The article goes on to highlight several on-court infractions as well, such as a
punch and a player getting trampled by
students rushing the court.
At the time of publication, Carlson
was the head coach of Hope’s junior varsity basketball team, and so had a vested interest in seeing the character of his
school’s rivalry improve.
Likewise, members of the Taylor community have a vested interest in seeing
the character of our community improve, and a close evaluation of our communal fandom may be necessary.
Wing Super Bowl parties should not
result in the fans of the losing side feeling demeaned on top of the sadness of
losing the game. I apologize, Josiah Peterson and Hannes Widrig.
The Indiana Pacers losing to the
Cleveland Cavaliers on a Lebron James
buzzer-beater should not result in an intense anger. I apologize to everyone that
tried to interact with me after that game.
Ultimately, communal fandom has
a place on this campus, but that place
must be firmly subservient to the call
to live marked by love for God and love
for others.
echo@taylor.edu

Photograph by Drew Shriner

Juniors Aiden Bailey, Dan Burson and Drew LeFever bond over a sporting event.
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“I think it’s really important to us to kind of
advertise that and have that support becaue
who wants to go out and just play in front of
zero fans?”
Game day returns for 2018-2019 season
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Junior student Kurtis Hochstetler shows off Taylor’s gameday shirt during the football season opener.

Game day returns for 2018-2019 season

Trojan promotional
T-shirts are back
Kipp Miller
Contributor

After their absence last year,
the Game Day T-shirts have returned to get Taylor students excited for athletic events.
Last year, the Trojans didn’t
get their free T-shirt with “Game
Day” displayed on the back to
wear to the football games. Due
to the addition of several new
teams and around 150 new athletes last year, some financial

changes had to be made.
“In the process of making all of
that work we had to make some
tough decisions and eliminating
the Game Day shirts from our
budget was one of them,” said
Athletic Director and Baseball
Coach Kyle Gould.
Game attendance was noticeably different last year, without
the patriotic shirt in each student’s dresser they likely forgot
about the Saturday games.
Junior football player Andrew
Rieck appreciates the reminder of their weekly games; he remembers his sophomore year

when the stands were not as full.
“I feel like there was probably
a little less excitement about it,”
Rieck said. “Just because people
love to have apparel, especially something that’s like, ‘I can
go out and support, and I know
somebody else is going to be
wearing this.’”
Thankfully, though, President
P. Lowell Haines and the University Cabinet saw that students
missed the Game Day shirts and
managed to bring them back
this year.
And they seem to do their
job quite well. Students can be

seen around campus on any
day of the week sporting their
school spirit, ready to cheer on
the Trojans.
“I think it’s really important to
us to kind of advertise that and
have that support because who
wants to go out and just play in
front of zero fans,” said Rieck.
With the Game Day shirts,
they’ll never have to play in
front of such a thin crowd, as
proven by Taylor’s great turn
out at the Indiana Wesleyan game.
The T-shirts also represent the community of Taylor.

Alec Dutkowski, sophomore Brady
Roberts, junior Nate Morris and
freshman Lucas Beck. Dutkowski
and Ray were the only two golfers
who were consistently part of the
starting core previously. Roberts is
a transfer from Liberty University,
Beck is a freshman and Morris only
started in a few tournaments in his
previous two seasons.
“It was kind of hard to know what
to expect,” Andry said. “We had some
guys that were inexperienced . . . we
had some guys we were leaning on
that we really didn’t have to lean
on before.”
The last time the Trojans played
at the TPC Southwind course was
March 14–15, 2016 for the Battle on
Beale Street tournament. Only two
golfers on the current team played
in the Battle in the 2016 tournament:
Dutkowski and Ray.
In the first two rounds on the
first day, Dutkowski led the Trojans
to fourth place in the 13-team field
with a combined individual score of
two-under par. When the team met
Monday evening after the first two
rounds, Andry said they focused on a
few things strategically to better prepare themselves for the final round.
“One of the biggest focuses going
into that final round was trying to
eliminate big numbers,” Andry said.
“A bogey’s not going to kill you. You

make a double and a triple, and it’s
really hard to come back from that.”
The Trojans made the adjustment
and passed Oklahoma Wesleyan University and Sterling College in the
final round, only to be runner-up
to William Carey University by six
strokes. Dutkowski once again led
the Trojans into the final round, capping off at six-under par, and splitting first place.
The women’s team started out at
the Indiana Wesleyan University Invitational in Marion, playing in a 16team field on Aug. 31 and Sept. 1.
“We didn’t play particularly well
collectively,” Andry said of the ladies’
two round performance. “I thought
we just weren’t really sharp . . . everybody . . . if we play like that again, we
might not be as lucky.”
The Trojans were ahead by one
stroke over IWU and Saint Francis after the first round. Despite his criticism, Andry said he was pleased
with how the ladies held on to their
slim lead in the final round to win
the tournament.
Andry said junior Maddie Thomas
did not hit a single green on her last
nine holes, but she got up or down
six or seven times. Sophomore Nicole
Jung putted in a birdie on the last hole.
Andry recalled junior Annie Stimmel’s
last hole, where she was chased by a
rainstorm and still managed to bogey.

“People are hunting for us,”
Stimmel said of the speech Andry gave to the golfers after day
one. “We can’t just play our average game. We have to step it up
and show them what we’re made
of . . . (Andry was) speaking to
our potential and not settling
for complacency.”
Next time, both men and women will travel to South Bend for
the Battle at Blackthorn tournament, hosted by Bethel College.
They will play tomorrow and
Sunday at Blackthorn Golf Club,
a favorite of both Taylor teams.
echo@taylor.edu

Taylor golf drives ahead of early competition
Men and women claim top
spots in first tournaments
Clay Sidenbender
Staff Writer

Coming off one of the best seasons
in program history, both men’s and
women’s golf teams hit the course to
start off the 2018 fall season.
The men’s team made their first
start on Sept. 12–13 at TPC Southwind course in Memphis, Tennessee for the NAIA Memphis Shootout.
According to the course’s website,
TPC Southwind has been rated one
of the most difficult courses on
the Professional Golf Association
Tour schedule.
“There’s a lot more trouble on the
back nine,” senior Jeremy Ray said.
“The back nine has a lot more water (than the front nine) . . . a couple
holes on the back nine ate our lunch
a little bit.”
Head Coach Cameron Andry
praised TPC Southwind, saying it rewarded good shots and it punched
bad shots. Players who were in control of their golf ball scored pretty
well. Andry said the course was wet
from the rain before the tournament,
but the weather was not an excuse
for how they performed.
Andry brought along Ray, senior
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9/15 Indiana Tech

Windsor, CO
Communications

L 2-1

Women’s Soccer
9/14 Indiana Tech

W 2-0

9/18 Cornerstone

W 5-0

Sarah Bade
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9/21 Battle as Blackthorn (A) 12 p.m.
9/22 Battle at Blackthorn (A) 9 a.m.

MEN’S SOCCER
9/26 Spring Arbor 7 p.m.

MEN’S TENNIS
9/22 Grace 10 a.m.
9/22 Cedarville 3 p.m.
9/25 Goshen 4 p.m.

WOMEN’S GOLF
9/21 Battle at Blackthorn (A) 12 p.m.
9/22 Battle at Blackthorn (A) 9 a.m.

WOMEN’S SOCCER
9/21 Campbellsville (A) 7 p.m.
9/26 Spring Arbor (A) 7 p.m.

WOMEN’S TENNIS
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Senior Jeremy Ray hits
during a tournament last fall.

9/22 Grace 10 a.m.
9/22 Cedarville 3 p.m.
9/25 Goshen 4 p.m.

MEN’S GOLF

Senior

Men’s Soccer

MEN’S GOLF

Alec Dutkowski

Athletes

W 50-13

BYE

9/21 Goshen 7 p.m.
9/22 Mount Vernon Nazarene 2 p.m.
9/26 Indiana Wesleyan (A) 7 p.m.

WOMEN’S SOCCER

Results
from T aylor
Athletics
9/15 Trinity International

FOOTBALL

VOLLEYBALL

Bailey Zehr

Football

Football Offensive Coordinator
and Instructor of Kinesiology
Greg Wolfe likes how the shirts
are distributed after chapel to the whole student body
and staff.
“It’s not just a one-by-one,
‘drop in when you can thing,”
Wolfe said. “It makes that in and
of itself a little bit of an event.”
Taylor students never fail to
get pumped up about the next
sporting event, and it is all
the more exciting when everyone is in their matching Game
Day shirts.
echo@taylor.edu

of the

Week

Year
Hometown
Major

Senior
Wakarusa, IN
Sports Management

Funniest Teammate

Daylen Tidd

Favorite pregame meal

Chick-fil-a

